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The Hollywood Reporter increases efficiency of video ad operations by 25% with DoubleClick™ for Publishers Video



For more than 80 years, industry professionals and casual fans alike have turned to The Hollywood Reporter (THR) for the latest entertainment news and insights. THR prides itself on providing the most accurate entertainment business news first. And today, THR delivers that information across a multimedia platform that includes print, tablets, mobile and a newly redesigned website. publisher
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Especially as THR continued to expand the volume of its video content, managing video ads had become an increasingly time-consuming challenge, which led the company to seek a single-source solution to its video ad serving platforms. audience
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Why DFP for Video?
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Both before and after the implementation—which took just a few hours—Boyce and his team worked closely with DoubleClick. He says, “We feel like partners instead of clients, which is one of the seemingly intangible elements of vendor selection that actually makes a significant difference to our overall business from a monetization standpoint.”
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• Find a single solution to manage all advertising needs • Improve video ad targeting • Streamline video ad operations contextual targeting
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• Selected DFP Video after careful search • Worked closely with DoubleClick team to implement solution control
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“We selected DFP Video based on overall industry adoption, our unique targeting needs and the collaborative relationship we were able to create with the DoubleClick team—even prior to the formal agreement,” says Boyce.
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• Definitive voice of the entertainment industry



THR needed a video ad management solution that would improve ad targeting and also simplify operations, which in some cases involved labor-intensive workarounds due to the limitations of the existing ad-serving platforms.
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Boyce and his team vetted a number of competitive solutions, before selecting DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP) Video, which provides a technology platform that simplifies the entire ad management process, and makes it possible to capture more value from video content.
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As THR has evolved, video has become an integral part of the overall editorial content strategy. The reason, says Alex Boyce, GM of Digital for THR, is simple: “The entertainment space is inherently visual, so original video content creation is one of our most important assets.”
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• 25% increase in operational efficiency of video ad operations • Eliminated need for pre-campaign video player development • Anticipate revenue increases and competitive advantage due to increased flexibility and staging efficiency efficiency
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Features make a difference DFP for Video includes a range of features designed to simplify operations and extract more revenue from video assets. Boyce says the features have delivered a “significant improvement” over THR’s previous ad management solutions and processes. 1



Case Study THR has saved time on the operational side with DFP Video’s transcoding feature, which ensures the right video ad format gets served to the right user, regardless of the user’s device or connection speed. ‘What used to take our ad operations team several hours to accomplish has been reduced to a few minutes in most cases,” says Boyce. The content ingestion feature has also saved the company time, making it possible to seamlessly target video content without making any tag changes, instead of doing so on a case-by-case basis. Boyce says that along with saving time, the content ingestion feature has opened up new possibilities. “This feature gives us the flexibility to rethink the way we are able to bundle inventory across content type,” he says. Another key feature for THR has been the reporting function of DFP Video, which surfaces content-level insights that give more power to forecasting and reporting engines. “The reporting function is particularly helpful when providing post-campaign reporting,” says Boyce. “We are able to provide insights and a level of granularity in reporting previously unavailable to us.”



The bottom line THR is in the early stages of its experiences with DFP Video, but already the overall operational efficiency of video ad operations has increased by 25% and the need for per-campaign video player development has been eliminated, thanks to DFP Video’s advanced targeting capabilities. Boyce expects the benefits of DFP Video to continue to grow—and make an ongoing difference to the bottom line. “DFP Video is clearly going to make a significant impact to our overall video advertising revenue, by providing a greater level of flexibility and staging efficiency,” he says. “That’s an organizational imperative as well as a client benefit that we feel positions THR.com in an advantageous position vis-a-vis our direct competition.”



About DoubleClick Google’s DoubleClick™ products provide ad management and ad serving solutions to companies that buy, create or sell online advertising. The world’s top marketers, publishers, ad networks and agencies use DoubleClick products as the foundation for they’re online advertising businesses. With deep expertise in ad serving, media planning, search management, rich media, video and mobile, DoubleClick products help customers execute their digital media strategy more effectively. www.doubleclick.com



© 2012 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google, DoubleClick, the DoubleClick logo and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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